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Syllabus coverageSyllabus coverage

Holistic coverage of each and every
topic of UPSC Prelims with
detailed pre-planned micro
schedule of tests and revision.

Coverage of previous year's
question, Ncert, standard books,
and magazines [Yojana,
Kurukshetra] in a holistic way.

The program will be covering both
static and contemporary affairs [1.5
years with dedicated tests] with
comprehensive coverage of
budget, survey, India yearbook,
and places in news for prelims
2024.

Results of each test will be
provided within 24 hours followed
by a discussion video.9560300770 / 9560300554

www.tathastuics.com

Offline/Online

Total 85+ Tests

BATCH Starts

27
NOVEMBER

Dedicated tests for CSAT based on
current patterns.
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and Sectional revision tests [ 100 questions ] on Sundays. 

There will be 4 tests in a week  
Mini Tests (50 Questions) (Monday & Wednesday & Friday),

2
• Special Tests 

On Sunday – any one of the following Tests will be held:
• Weekly revision Tests   
• Current Affairs Tests 
• CSAT Sectional Tests 

3 unit, revision test for that subject will be
conducted.

After completition of every subject/ 

4
Value Addition.

Every Test will be followed by a test 
discussion for concept building and 

Key Design of
Pre sure

2.

5 Mentorship under the Guidance of Dr. Tanu Jain Ma’am to
streamline your approach for Prelims Exam.



3.

PRE SURE Features:

Total 85+ Tests to cover entire syllabus of Prelims through
6000+ MCQs. 

One subject-specific Mini Prelims Test (50 MCQs) in every
week (Monday, Wednesday & Friday) followed by Weekly
revision test on alternate Sunday covering the entire
syllabus of two weeks.

The subject-wise revision test (100 MCQs) will be
conducted after completion of a subject.

8+Full Length Tests during the final phase of the program
having full-length tests strictly based on UPSC pattern. 

Test wise detailed performance analysis and daily and
monthly ranking of your overall performance in all the tests  
will be provided.

7 CSAT Tests (80 Questions each) + 4 Special Tests having
Coverage of previous year's question, Ncert, standard
books, and magazines [yojna, Kurukshetra] in a holistic
way.

Detailed solutions for each Test with Video Discussion.

6 Current affair tests (100 MCQs each) covering both static
and contemporary affairs [1.5 years with dedicated tests]  
with Special coverage of budget, survey, India yearbook,
and places in news for prelims 2024.



4.

REVISION
Multiple revisions of each subject:-

FIRST REVISION 

With 8 mini-tests to cover the whole syllabus of each subject.

SECOND REVISION 

With revision test having 100 questions of that specific subject -
Revision tests will help you assess your overall performance in
each subject.

THIRD REVISION 

During the final phase of the program which has full-length tests
strictly based on UPSC pattern to make you ready for the actual
Prelims Exam. 

Coverage of the whole syllabus and basic as well as standard books
along with contemporary affairs to increase your overall
knowledge with practice.

Specifically designed micro and revision tests to create acumen
of time management and development of exam like mindset.

Learning the art of solving questions in an effective way to
make the prelims exam more comfortable for aspirants.

OUTCOME



DO’s and DON’TS OF PRELIMS EXAM

DO’s DON’TS

Revise Thoroughly: Continuously revise
your study material to bring conceptual
clarity and consolidate your knowledge

base. 

Don’t go after multiple sources: try to
limit your sources, stick to basic books

with multiple revision

Distinguish Facts from Concepts:
Analyze the past 10-12 years' UPSC

prelims question papers to make an
assessment of the types of question 

 Don't let anxiety take over. Remember,
everyone gets the same paper. Stay

Calm, Trust Your Prep.

Focus on understanding the basics,
which are highly conceptual and high-

scoring.

Not following a schedule in a disciplined
way.

Manage Current Affairs: Dedicate a few
hours daily to current affairs from now
onwards and regularly revise to avoid

last Month stress.

Maintain Pre-Exam Concentration: Your
mental state before the test matters

significantly.

Don't try to cover everything every
day; focus on what you can manage. 

Don’t skip Practice of OMR Sheet:
Practice tests with OMR sheets to reduce

errors in filling OMR. 

Allocate daily time for map work and
keep revisiting it.

Don’t leave questions without reviewing
it - Review All Questions. Don't skip

questions without looking at the options.

Practice Test Papers: Regardless of your
preparation level, work on tests

everyday.

Don't set a predetermined number of
questions to attempt.  Develop a strategy
based on actual level of paper  to decide

how much questions to attempt. 

5.
Optimize Study Hours: Concentrate intensely during two key slots: 9 am to 12 pm and

2 pm to 5 pm up to the exam. 


